INTEGRATED LOGISTIC SUPPORT ENGINEER
Radar Solutions is a Belgian engineering company active in the domain of air traffic control (ATC) and air
defense radar. Radar Solutions is part of the Belgian Inventive Engineering Group of Companies which
includes Intersoft Electronics and Advionics in Belgium and subsidiaries in Australia, China, UK and the US.
It is our mission to create and deliver cutting edge solutions in the field of Radar systems and Radar test
equipment and enable our customers to achieve comprehensive and reliable radar surveillance
performance. Our products and services are used worldwide by civil and military organizations and Radar
manufacturers.
The Radar system and upgrade equipment is developed, produced, integrated and tested by teams from the
Inventive Engineering Group in Belgium.

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION


The successful candidate will be responsible for the specification, design, testing and validation of the
non-functional aspects of the Radar systems and upgrade equipment, working alongside the other
engineering teams within the Inventive Engineering group, customers and external third parties.



The successful candidate must have experience of:



Non-functional or ‘specialty’ engineering disciplines including reliability, maintainability and availability,
Safety, Environmental and EMC testing, design and construction and human factors, often against a raft
of specialist national and international standards.



The successful candidate will have to liaise with customers, project partners, and third parties that may
be contracted to perform design and/or test of non-functional aspects of the Radar system or upgrade
equipment.

PROFILE


Experienced of working on a wide range of specialty engineering disciples in the RF, communications or
Radar industries



Good organizational skills to assure on time delivery of quality critical projects



Good knowledge of English, knowledge of other languages can be an advantage



You are an organized person capable of working in a logical and methodical manner



You can work independently and as part of a group and are capable of managing your own tasks and
schedule



You can motivate and manage a team comprising a diversity of disciplines



You can provide good customer relations and customer management



You have good communication skills



You are looking for a challenging job



Knowledge of Radar technologies and operation is advantageous but not essential



Knowledge of specialty engineering specifications, standards, and design/measurement techniques



Knowledge of office software tools e.g. word processors, spreadsheets
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Knowledge of specialist software tools e.g. reliability calculation tools

OUR OFFER
You will join our company working in a high-tech engineering, test, and production environment and fulfil a
critical role in assuring the quality of our manufactured products. Depending on your skills, expertise,
flexibility, and ambitions, you will get the opportunity to help grow the company.
Your salary will be competitive and evolve according to your experience, commitment and results.
Please send your CV and a letter of motivation to jobs@radar-solutions.be
https://www.linkedin.com/company/radarsolutions/

